WHO WE ARE

ANU Indonesia Project, founded by Professor Heinz W Arndt in 1965, is an international centre of research and graduate training on the economy and society of Indonesia.

OUR OBJECTIVES

is to contribute to stronger, research-based development policies in Indonesia through:

• Conducting research on the Indonesian economy and society
• Disseminating research findings and conducting public dialogue
• Carrying out capacity building & establishing institutional networking in Indonesia and Australia
OUR ACTIVITIES

Research & capacity building

- Staff research activities
- PhD student supervision
- Visiting fellowship program
- Short training
- Research network program & research collaboration
- Australian Honours/Masters Research Travel Grant
- Thee Kian Wie Distinguish Visiting Professorship

Dissemination of research findings

- Indonesia Update Conference & Book. Canberra, Sydney, Jakarta and other cities
- *Bulletin of Indonesian Economic Studies.*
- Sadli Lecture; Hadi Soesastro Policy Forum which include: The Hadi Soesastro Lecture, Update Book Launch, Mini Indonesia Update; BIES Economic Dialogue & Young Scientists Forum: Jakarta & various other cities in Indonesia
- Discussion: Indonesia Study Group (ISG) in Canberra & Forum Kajian Pembangunan in Indonesia
- High Level Policy Dialogue. Canberra & Jakarta
- DFAT (Aid) workshops in Canberra
- Public Lectures, seminars through Indonesia Project social media (YouTube, twitter & blog).
WHERE OUR ACTIVITIES ARE

[Map showing the location of activities in Indonesia, specifically in North Kalimantan.]
BIES Editorial team

Published since 1965

Impact Factor: 1.067 in 2013 (down from 1.333 in 2012. It was ranked 119th out of 332 economics journals in 2012)

Editor Blane Lewis, Robert Sparrow & Arianto Patunru
Managing editor Ben Wilson

Book review editor Sarah Dong
Comparative perspective series editor Pierre van der Eng

Editorial board Boediono Anne Booth Paul Burke Lisa Cameron Howard Dick Hal Hill Peter McCawley Ross McLeod Mari Pangestu Asep Suryahadi Chris Manning

Advisory board Takahiro Akita Vivi Alatas Armida Alisjahbana Iwan Jaya Azis M. Chatib Basri Ross Garnaut Terry Hull Gavin Jones Ari Kuncoro Andrew MacIntyre Stephen Marks Anwar Nasution Jay Rosengard Günther Schulze Frederick Sjöholm Peter Timmer Peter Warr

free on-line access for +/- 50 Indonesian Institutions
2016 INDONESIA UPDATE

Digital Indonesia: Challenges and opportunities of the digital revolution

34th Update
Largest conference on Indonesia held outside Indonesia

CONVENORS
Ross Tapsell (CHL, ANU)
Edwin Jurriens (The University of Melbourne)

WHEN & WHERE
16-17 September
Coombs Lecture Theatre
ANU

SPEAKERS
Ainun Nadjib, Onno Purbo, Usman Hamid, Martin Slama, Merlyna Lim*
+ many more
Indonesia Update book series

2014
Regional Dynamics in a Decentralized Indonesia

2015
The Yudhoyono Presidency: Indonesia's Decade of Stability and Stagnation

2016
Land & Development in Indonesia: Searching for the People's Sovereignty
Upcoming Events

- **FORUM KAJIAN PEMBANGUNAN (FKP)**
  LPEM-FEB UI hosts the forum in April; UnSyiah in May; CSIS & UnSr at in June; KemLu and KemKeu in July.
  - Monday, 25 April, 10-11.30am
  - Gedung Utama LPEM FEB UI lantai 3, Jl Salemba Raya no 4, Jakarta
  - Profit under different excise regimes: evidence from Indonesian cigarette manufacturing firms
  - Dr. Vid Adrison (LPEM FEB UI)

- **HADI SOESASTRO POLICY FORUM (HSPF)**
  1 June in CSIS, Jakarta. Hadi Soesastro Lecture by Dr Chia Siow Yue, on ASEAN’s new economic direction and challenges and the pivotal roles of Indonesia.

- **UPDATE BOOK LAUNCHES**
  During HSPF in Jakarta, followed by the same launch at Andalas University, 2 June.

- **BIES Economic Dialog and Forum**
  November at Padjajaran University, Bandung, and two other cities.

- **The Young Scientist Forum**
  December at three universities in Indonesia.
INDONESIA PROJECT

Stay in touch!
Website: crawford.anu.edu.au/acde/ip

http://asiapacific.anu.edu.au/blogs/indonesiaproject/
facebook.com/Indonesia.Project
youtube.com/user/ANUIndonesiaProject
twitter.com/ANUIndProject

Subscribe to ISG & FKP mailing lists
indonesia.project@anu.edu.au